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Tool condition monitoring (TCM) for ball nose milling can significantly improve 
machining efficiency, minimize inaccuracy, minimize machine down time and 
maximize tool life utilization. However, Tool condition monitoring in ball nose 
milling poses new challenges comparing with the conventional machining. In this 
thesis, a model-based approach to estimate the tool wear profile along the cutting edge 
for ball nose milling is proposed. For this purpose, a geometric model and a cutting 
force model are developed to model the ball nose milling process and used to estimate 
the tool wear profile. 
Firstly, a geometric model for the ball nose milling was developed with 
consideration of cutter path directions, helix angle of the milling cutter and trochoid 
true tool path. It was used to evaluate various geometric features such as the chip load 
along the cutting edge, the chip load distribution about tool rotation axis and the 
friction length. Using these geometric features, the influence of cuter path directions 
for various inclination of workpiece on cutting tool performance was discussed.  
Secondly, a mechanistic cutting force model was established using the chip load 
about the cutter rotation axis and the cutting coefficients. The chip load was evaluated 
from geometric model, while the cutting coefficients were identified using the chip 
load and the experimentally measured cutting force data when machining on an 
inclined plane. Experiments with various cutter path directions on inclined plane 
workpieces and hemispherical surface workpiece were conducted to validate the 
developed force model. The estimated cutting force for fresh tool stage was compared 
with the experimentally measured cutting force to obtain a residual force feature and 
used in the tool wear estimation model. 
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Finally, tool wear estimation models to estimate the tool wear profile along the 
cutting edge were developed. The geometric features and the residual force feature 
were evaluated for each cutting edge element in contact with the workpiece based on 
the given cutter path direction, cutting conditions and the workpiece inclination. 
These evaluated features and measured tool wear values were used to obtain 
parameters in the tool wear estimation models for the given workpiece and tool 
combination. Experiments were conducted on hemispherical surface workpiece with 
different sequence of cutter path directions to verify the tool wear models.  
The study has demonstrated that it is feasible to use model-based tool condition 
monitoring to estimate tool wear profile along the cutting edge accurately and 
effectively for sculptured surface machining. Such profile estimation along the cutting 
edge may be useful in utilization of the tool life more effectively, which can minimize 
the tool cost, reduce the machine downtime, and increase the productivity.  
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
1.1  Problem statement  
 
Ball nose milling is extensively used in machining of sculptured surfaces, 
die/mold industries, aerospace industries, aerodynamic shaped structures, injection 
molding and for complex geometries. These parts are generally made of difficult-to-
cut materials such as hardened steels, titanium, nickel and aluminum alloys, etc. In 
such applications, product precision and process efficiency are critical. To minimize 
errors due to machine operators, enhance productivity and product quality of the 
machined components, a monitoring system is required [1]. Hence, there is a demand 
for monitoring systems to ensure the performance of machine tools and better quality 
of workpiece. In machining process, 20% of the machine tool down time is attributed 
to the cutting tool failures, which results in low productivity and scraping of the 
workpiece [2]. Thus, tool condition monitoring (TCM) methodologies have gained 
considerable research attention as can be seen in publication in this area in the 
literature.  
TCM system can help to improve the machining operation via proper 
identification of the tool states. Reliable TCM can reduce the workpiece scrap, 
minimize downtime, maximize tool utilization and hence increase productivity [3]. A 
significant amount of research has been dedicated to TCM in literature. However, 
most of the TCM methodologies proposed and developed are for single point cutting 
tool, face milling, and end milling applications. Although ball nose milling is very 
important and commonly used in machining processes, very few efforts have been 
made to monitor such process [4, 5]. Furthermore, existing TCM methodologies 
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proposed for milling processes still need improvement in reliability, robustness and 
responsiveness for a truly automated manufacturing system [6]. In addition, there is 
lack of understanding in the tool wear process in ball nose milling applications [5]. 
From decades of TCM research literature, three basic approaches are observed, 
namely model-based approaches, artificial intelligence (AI) techniques (various neural 
networks for classification and regression models), and statistical approaches. These 
approaches generally assumed that the tool wear is uniform and the machining 
parameters are constant. However, due to the frequent change of contact point between 
the tool and workpiece, the machining parameters and the tool wear along the cutting 
edge is not uniform in practice, especially for ball nose milling. Hence, most of the 




 TCM based on AI techniques is basically an information flow and processing 
system [7].  A typical TCM system includes, 
(i) Information source selection and acquisition (sensors and data collection); 
(ii) Information processing and refinement (feature extraction); 
(iii) Decision making processes. 
Most of the TCM methodologies proposed in literature are sensor based 
approaches [2], in which, sensors signals are used to generate condition sensitive 
features. The performance of these TCM methodologies, and results of applications 
have been reported in literature [8]. Other types of TCM methodologies are based on 
the tool wear model based approaches, in which, modeled cutting force for worn tool 
is compared with the measured cutting force and the differences are used to estimate 
the tool wear. The model based approaches could be more effective, provided that a 
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robust model for worn tool is available. However, explicit mathematical modeling may 
not be feasible due to the complexity in the estimation of worn tool force in milling 
operation [9]. Therefore, there is very little study on model-based TCM methodologies 
and only few literatures are in milling application [10]. 
AI techniques, such as artificial neural networks (ANN), fuzzy neural 
networks and pattern recognition techniques, are intensively used for tool wear 
classification and tool wear estimation [1, 11-15] in TCM methodologies. In these 
techniques, the measured sensor signals are first pre-processed such as normalization 
and filtering, and then used to extract the relevant features to build the AI model. The 
major limitations of AI techniques are the difficulties in pre-processing the raw data, 
training the model, and physically explaining the trained model [9, 16]. However, in 
ball nose milling, the cutting conditions frequently changes and collecting of fresh 
tool data under controlled cutting conditions is not feasible which is needed for signal 
pre-processing techniques. 
Statistical approaches used in TCM methodologies are to identify the cutting 
tool states via statistical tools such as cluster analysis, multivariate statistical analysis 
and statistical classifications [17]. These approaches group the sensor signal 
characteristics into different fault stages based on the extracted features from the 
measured signals. Recently, Zhu [17] used continuous Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 
for adapting stochastic modeling of tool wear process in micro milling and estimating 
the tool wear states. However, the statistical methods need huge data to generate a 
model and to verify the developed model. Furthermore, such approaches are only 
limited to tool wear classification [9]. 
In machining operation, replacing the manual inspections of the tool condition, 
fully utilizing the tool life and minimizing the tool change times are very important, 
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particularly in ball nose milling applications [5]. Less downtime, higher productivity, 
higher quality of surface finish and more powerful unmanned tool change decision are 
the necessities for the industrial applications [3]. Hence, more research with the aim 
of developing a TCM methodology with higher reliability, robustness and response is 
needed [2, 6, 8]. With such aim and goal, this thesis presented the research on a 
model-based TCM methodology for ball nose milling.  
Most reported TCM methodologies provided the estimation of the average and 
maximum flank wear. However, the tool wear for ball nose milling along the cutting 
edge is not uniform due to the change of contact point between the tool and workpiece 
during the cutting process. Therefore, there is a need to estimate the tool wear profile 
along the cutting edge which is valuable in tool path planning to maximize the tool 
utilization and hence minimize the downtime. However, only few papers on TCM for 
ball nose milling have been published. Hence, an extensive study and innovative 
TCM methodology is required to estimate the tool wear along the cutting edge for ball 
nose milling. This thesis proposed a model-based approach for TCM which can 
estimate tool wear profile along the cutting edge.  
 
1.3 Objectives and scope of work 
 
The aim of this research is to develop a TCM methodology which can estimate 
the tool wear profile along the cutting edge of a ball nose milling cutter. The specific 
objectives are:  
¾ To build a geometric model for ball nose milling and this can be used for 
sculpture surfaces. 
¾ To estimate cutting force for fresh cutting tool using the geometric model and 
cutting coefficients.  
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¾ To identify and extract relevant features from the geometric model, and 
measured cutting force.  
¾ To develop a model to estimate tool wear profile along the cutting edge.  
With these objectives, the developed models can provide: 
1. An accurate geometric model to estimate the cutting force of fresh tool for ball 
nose milling. 
2. A tool wear profile estimation for ball nose milling along the cutting edge, 
which can adapt to various cutting conditions and sculptured surfaces.  
To achieve the specific objectives, the scope of work includes:  
1. Generation of accurate geometric model for ball nose milling with tool 
parameters such as helix angle, pitch feed and true tool path. 
2. Identification of appropriate cutting coefficients to estimate cutting force.  
3. Estimation of cutting force for fresh cutting tool using the chip load 
information from the geometric model and identified cutting coefficients.  
4. Validation of the cutting force model. 
5. Extraction of the residual cutting force feature from the measured and 
estimated cutting force.  
6. Extraction of the geometric features from the developed geometric model. 
7. Investigation on the proposed tool wear estimation model using the geometric 
features and residual force features. 
8. Experimental setup to validate the proposed tool wear estimation model.  
1.4 Organization of the thesis 
 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 reviews the current TCM methodologies (model-based, AI based and 
statistical approach methods). Basic techniques and methods of TCM are presented 
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which are used for various machining processes. Geometric and cutting force models 
for ball nose milling in literature are also presented. Also, the outline of the overall 
frame work for the proposed TCM methodology for ball nose milling on sculptured 
surface which combines the geometric modeling and cutting force modeling is 
discussed.  
Chapter 3 presents the geometric model for ball nose milling to extract the 
geometric features. In the present work, the helix angle of the ball nose milling cutter, 
various cutter path direction, pitch feed and true tool path are considered. Using the 
geometric model features, the performance of various cutter path directions is 
compared. Geometry features such as chip load and friction length are obtained. 
Chapter 4 extends the work in Chapter 3 that utilizes the mechanistic force model 
to estimate the cutting force for ball nose milling. The force model employs the 
cutting coefficients and the chip load obtained from the geometric model.   
Chapter 5 shows the experimental set up and verification of results for the cutting 
force model on inclined plane with different cutter path directions, various workpiece 
inclinations and hemispherical surface machining.  
Chapter 6 describes the models to estimate the tool wear. Different models for tool 
wear profile estimation for diagnostics and prognostics are proposed and compared. 
Tool wear models with geometric features and residual force features are proposed. 
Identification of model parameters and implementation of the model are discussed. 
Experimental results for verification of estimated tool wear profile are shown.   
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and recommended works for future research.  
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Chapter 2  
Literature Review 




Generally, tool wear, chip breakage and built up edge are the tool conditions 
to be monitored in machining process. Most of the research related to TCM is focused 
on average tool wear estimation and breakage monitoring. This is because, these two 
phenomena are important and critical to be identified online, thus bringing several 
research challenges to this field [8]. Since estimation of tool wear is the main focus in 
this thesis, the review concentrates on the study of various types of tool wear, sensors 
used for TCM, and existing TCM methodologies.    
Tool wear is defined as a change in shape of the cutting edges and their 
neighboring regions of a tool, resulting in progressive loss of tool material during 
cutting [18]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the geometry and wear definition. The contact 
stress between the tool rake and chip causes severe friction at the rake face. Figure 2.2 
illustrates the geometry and different measurement criteria which form the basis of the 
following discussion on tool wear [18]. 
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Figure 2.1 Tool wear definition 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Tool geometry and wear definition [18] 
 
Flank Wear Flank wear occurs on the tool flank face. It will occur in all cutting 
conditions. Flank wear is measured by using the average and maximum wear land size 
VB and VBmax. In general there are three stages of tool flank wear [19], and typical 
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tool life curve is shown in Figure 2.3. The first stage is a rapid initial wear region in 
which the wear develops rapidly to certain level. This is in the form of micro 
cracking, surface oxidation and carbon loss layer, as well as micro roughness at the 
cutting edge in tool manufacturing. This stage is relatively short time. Second stage is 
progressive wear, the wear progresses linearly and comparatively longer period of 
time. In this stage the micro roughness around the cutting edge improves. Most of the 
tool useful life is in this stage. Third stage is rapid wear stage; tool wear rapidly 
accelerates in this stage. The wear increases to critical value VBmax, the surface 
quality of the machined surface degrades, cutting force and temperature increases 
severely. It is usually recommended that the tool be replaced before this stage.  
 
Figure 2.3 Three stages of tool flank wear 
 
Crater Wear The chip flows across the rake face, resulting in severe friction 
between the chip and rake face, and leaves a scar on the rake face which usually 
parallels to the major cutting edge. The development of crater wear is closely related 
to the cutting temperature and pressure [20]. The parameters used to measure the 
crater wear can be seen from Figure 2.2. Since flank wear appears in all cutting 
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operations and directly affects the quality of machined part, monitoring of flank wear 
is more essential than crater wear.  
Notch Wear. Notch wear is a combined flank and crater wear that occurs close to 
the point where the major cutting edge intersects the workpiece surface. It is similar to 
and often considered as part of flank wear. It is common in machining of materials 
with high work hardening characteristics.   
Chipping / breakage Chipping involves removal of relatively large discrete 
particles of tool material. Chipping happens when the edge line breaks away from the 
tool cutting edge, rather then wears. A sudden load in intermittent or temperature 
gradients, and built up edge formation has a high tendency to promote tool chipping. 
Inconsistency in the workpiece materials like hot spots may also cause tool chipping. 
Figure 2.4 illustrates the chipping tool. When the tool has chipping with length of 
more then 1 mm, it is called breakage. There are 3 kinds of chipping terms namely as 
micro chipping, macro chipping and breakage based on the size of the chipped 
pieces[18].    
 
Figure 2.4 Chipping Illustration [18] 
 
There are many kinds of wear mechanism responsible for tool failure. Depending 
on circumstances, the following mechanisms have been outlined [11, 21]. 
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Adhesive Wear: Adhesive wear arises from molecular adhesion occurring 
between tool and workpiece. While metal chip slides, it tears away minute particles of 
the tool and causes tool wear. Such kind of tool wear mostly occurs at any cutting 
speed.  
Abrasive Wear: Abrasive wear involves the removal of the tool material by the 
scoring action of the inherently hard particles in the machined workpiece, such as 
inclusions and carbide, causing continuous wear on the surface of the tool. This kind 
of wear cal also occurs at any cutting speed. 
Oxidative Wear: The oxidation process occurs at high cutting temperature, in 
particular at the contact zone of tool and workpiece, where there is free atmospheric 
contact. As a result, there is weakening of the tool matrix which facilitates the tool 
wear.  
Diffusive Wear:  Mutual dissolution of material occurs between the workpiece 
and tool, hence weakens the tool material. It often occurs at high cutting temperature.  
Superficial plastic deformation: The major influence of crater wear is for high 
speed machining. The chip deforms at high strain rate and can exert sufficient shear 
stress on the surface layer of tool i.e. crater surface to deform. This effect removes 
tool material from the crater zone. 
Plastic deformation of the cutting edge: The thermal weakening of the cutting 
edge region with plastic deformation occurs under normally applied load. It occurs at 
high cutting temperature. Once this deformation occurs, the blunt edge causes an 
additional heat source as it rubs on the workpiece. It weakens the tool material further 
and leads to failure.  
2.1.2 Sensors Used in TCM 
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For successful implementation of a tool wear monitoring system, its sensors 
should be reliable and sensitive to the tool condition. Direct monitoring methods to 
measure tool wear were developed via vision techniques [2, 11, 22]. The vision 
methods have certain advantages, such as the accuracy of  tool wear obtained being 
independent of the cutting process and its parameters, but more on the accuracy of 
images of the tool wear area, and the sensor installation has no effect on the machine 
stiffness [23-25]. However, direct measurements are very difficult due to continuous 
contact of the tool with workpiece during machining process, the chip clogging, the 
tool coatings and the requirement of complex lighting device [26]. Furthermore, for 
ball nose milling process, the cutting edge is a curved surface, which results in 
difficulty in capturing the sharp image. Hence, more research for indirect 
measurement methods have been reported in the literature. The indirect measurement 
methods have the advantages of easy installation, continuous monitoring and 
suitability for practical applications [8]. In indirect measurements force, vibration, and 
acoustic emission have been most commonly used for TCM by many researchers.   
Force: Force signal is one of the widely used in TCM application [8, 27]. It has 
been reported by researchers that the cutting force contains the information of cutting 
conditions used in machining process and most effective for tool wear monitoring [28, 
29].  Altintas et.al [13] developed a model that detects tool breakage by measuring the 
cutting force. It was found that the first and the second differences of mean resultant 
forces between adjacent teeth are quite effective in the recognition of tool breakage. 
Many other studies were also reported from cutting force analysis with time series 
analysis [30], power spectrum analysis [31], and wavelet analysis [32, 33].    
Acoustic Emission (AE): The advantage of AE is that the signal measured is 
from the source of engagement where the chip is formed [34]. AE sensor in TCM 
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measures the total elastic strain energy released at various sources such as, friction on 
the rake face and flank face, plastic deformation at shear zone, crack formation and 
propagation, impact of chip at workpiece and chip breakage. AE signals are mostly 
used to detect tool breakage in literature [35]. However, AE sensor application in 
TCM for milling process is limited because of the difficulties to distinguish shocks at 
entry and exit level with tool breakage signals.  
Vibration: The occurrence of vibration during milling affects the surface and tool 
life. In general, vibrations could be due to wrongly chosen machining parameters such 
as depth of cut, feed per tooth and tool failure. Huang et. al. [36] successfully detected 
tool failure with an accelerometer and showed that it can be implemented and used for 
on line monitoring for milling process. It was also studied by Dimla [37], Lee et al 
[38]and Li et al[39]. Accelerometers are the sensors used to measure the vibration and 
such sensors have the advantage of simplicity and low cost. Vibrations in machining 
process are due to fluctuation of force levels; hence vibration is less sensitive than 
force in TCM. Vibrations signals are more noisy and corrupted with other machine 
tool problems [8, 40].  
Current: Feed motor current is considered as least disruptive and economical 
methods to estimate tool stage. Li [35, 39, 41] presented approaches to identify the 
tool wear with feed motor current. Feed motor current was accomplished with motor 
current and then regression analysis was used to indentify the tool condition. As the 
spindle current is proportional to the cutting force, spindle problems, bearing 
problems, the signal contains lot of noise which is irrelevant to tool condition. This 
makes wear monitoring very difficult [8]. 
Temperature: Temperature generated in machining is at the tool workpiece 
contact point and 90% of the heat generated goes to the chip[42, 43]. The temperature 
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measuring techniques [44] are used to identify the temperature at cutting zone. 
However, the implementation of measuring techniques is difficult in real time process 
[45].      
2.1.3 TCM Methodologies   
 
Three basic approaches for TCM are observed, using a model-based approach, 
artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, and statistical methods. Firstly, for model-based 
methods, researchers modeled the cutting force for worn tool and compares with the 
measured cutting forces to estimate tool wear [1, 10, 46-48]. To implement such a 
model, a large data base must be established through numerous experiments to furnish 
the constants in the models.  However, explicit mathematical modeling might not be 
feasible for complex systems like worn tool force models in milling operation [9]. 
This disadvantage renders it to be not so amenable to practical application.  
Application of AI techniques for TCM systems is most commonly used in the 
tool wear estimation and classification of tool states [11-15, 46]. The measured sensor 
signals are normalized with the fresh tool data to reduce the effect of cutting 
conditions before feature extraction. Various signal processing techniques are used to 
extract the relevant features. The extracted features are used in artificial neural 
networks (ANN) [49, 50], fuzzy neural networks [51] and Bayesian neural networks 
[52]. However in ball nose milling operations, the cutting conditions frequently 
changes and collecting of fresh tool data for all cutting conditions is not feasible 
which is needed for normalization purpose. Hence, application is restricted in 
complicated machining processes like ball nose milling [4].  
Statistical approaches used for tool condition monitoring are used to identify 
the states of the cutting tool. Methods such as Automatic Relevance Determination 
(ARD) [53], Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) [17], Principle Component 
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Analysis (PCA) [54], are used to indentify relevant features and used in statistical 
analysis for tool wear state estimation. These methods, basically seek to minimize the 
variance of each group and maximize distance between groups. The statistical method 
incorporate huge data set to generate a reliable model and its verification. These 
methods are generally limited to classification problems for TCM applications [9].  
Most of the TCM methodologies in literature use various signal processing 
techniques to extract features. Typically, the signal from the sensor contains 
information other then tool condition which comes from machine tool, chip removal, 
and environmental noise. Hence, the sensor signals have to be preprocessed to yield 
useful information to correlate with tool wear condition. This process is called feature 
extraction. The widely used features are:  
1. Features in time domain analysis (Differencing of force[13], maximum force 
level and total amplitude [55], variable force [56], statistical value such as 
kurtosis and skewness [57]). 
2. Features in time series analysis (Auto regression models (AR, ARMA)[13, 
58]). 
3. Components from power spectrum analysis (FFT, harmonic power of tooth 
path frequency [56, 59, 60]). 
4. Elements in wavelet analysis (wavelet coefficients, energy of wavelet 
coefficients [32, 61-64]). 
 The aforementioned features are generally used for Tool wear estimation and 
tool breakage detection. Table 2.1 summarizes the various features used in TCM 
Methodologies. However, for ball nose milling operation, the major challenges are 
due to the frequent change in tool and workpiece contact point and continuous change 
in cutting conditions. Hence the normalizations of the features which need fresh tool 
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data for all possible cutting conditions would be difficult. Existing features proposed 
in literature may not be appropriate for ball nose milling applications because of 
aforementioned problems. Therefore, innovative and different features which are 
independent of cutting conditions are to be identified for tool wear estimation in ball 
nose milling applications. 
Table 2.1 Cutting force features used in literature and the methods to make decision based on 
them 
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2.1.4 TCM for Ball Nose Milling 
 
In this section, literature related to TCM for ball nose milling is presented. 
There are few researchers reported work on ball nose milling in the literature. Klocke 
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et.al. [4] used wavelet coefficients as features to estimate the tool wear states. In their 
work, wavelet coefficients from high frequency zone are used. Such features are less 
sensitive to the cutting conditions. In this work, the tool breakage, tool overhang and 
tool wear states were identified. Rixin Zhu et. al. [5] reported a model based tool 
breakage detection method for ball nose milling. A monitoring index is proposed from 
the generated cutting force model and threshold value is defined. Comparing the 
threshold hold value with the experimental data, tool breakage has been indentified. 
Recently, Min Xu et.al. [68] developed a cutting force model which includes two 
components such as shear force and edge force. In this work, edge force coefficients 
is claimed to have strong correlation with tool wear progress and is used as an 
monitoring indicator. 
So far, TCM methodologies proposed in literature are concentrated on average 
tool wear, maximum tool wear and tool breakage detection. However, in ball nose 
milling application, because of change in position of tool-workpiece contact, it would 
be more appropriate to know the tool wear profile along the cutting edge. By knowing 
the tool wear profile, an appropriate tool path planning can minimize the down time 
and extend the utilization of the tool and thereby achieve a better performance. 
 
2.2 Cutting Force Model 
 
In this thesis a model-based approach for TCM to ball nose milling is 
proposed. Hence, in this section, the literature is focused on the cutting force models 
for ball nose milling process. The traditional mechanistic model approach is proposed 
in literature to estimate the cutting force for ball nose milling process, which is based 
on chip–force relationship. The accuracy of such mechanistic model depends on the 
chip thickness evaluation and cutting coefficients. The following sections are focused 
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on the literature survey of geometric models for ball nose milling to evaluate the chip 
thickness and various mechanistic cutting force models. 
 
2.2.1 Geometric modeling of ball nose milling 
 
In the literature very few models are focused on the chip area evaluation for 
sculptured surfaces. Most of the ball nose milling applications is towards sculptured 
surface machining. Hence, there is a need to model chip area evaluation for sculpture 
surface with good accuracy. Essentially, modeling on the inclined plane is helpful to 
understand the chip load pattern for ball nose milling [69]. For ball nose milling, there 
are four different cutter path directions such as Vertical Downward (VD), Vertical 
Upward (VU), Horizontal Downward (HD), and Horizontal Upward (HU) associated 
with machining on inclined planes [70]. Although the machining parameters are 
identical, the geometric features such as chip area and friction length vary for 
different cutter path directions. There are very few researchers proposed geometric 
models for ball nose milling on inclined plane [70, 71]. Geometric models proposed 
considered the tool path as circular tool path as defined by Bao et. al [72]. Such tool 
trajectory leads to an error in evaluating angle of engagement and disengagement, 
which can be relatively high when the feed rate is high and/or the smaller cutter radius 
[73]. The effect of the cutter path direction on the geometric features with different 
cutter inclinations has been studied by Terai et. al [74]. Numerous experiments are 
conducted by some researchers [75-78] to study the effect of cutter path direction and 
workpiece inclination on the tool life and the surface quality of the workpiece. For 
various inclinations of workpiece, different cutter path directions are suggested using 
the experimental work [70, 76, 78]. Schulz et. al. and Iwabe et. al [70, 71] developed 
a geometric model and proposed geometric features to study the influence of cutter 
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path direction on tool life. However, in their work, the effect of helix angle and the 
trochoid tool path consideration were neglected due to their application in big cutter 
radius and lower federate applications. Such assumptions may cause inaccuracy for 
estimation of tool engagement and disengagement angles particularly in low cutter 
radius and high federate applications. Hence, the accuracy can be further improved by 
the inclusion of these effects.  
 In early study towards the development of cutting force model for ball nose 
milling, researchers developed the force models for horizontal surfaces [79-85] . 
Later, many focused on developing cutting force models on inclined and sculptured 
surface [69, 82, 86-92], with several for slot cutting. In these models, evaluation of 
chip area is for slotting without consideration of pitch feed, and helix angle and true 
tool path. Hence, cutting models for sculptured surface machining need better 
accuracy of evaluating the chip thickness which plays a vital role along with the 
identification of cutting coefficients.  
 
2.2.2 Mechanistic cutting force model 
 
In addition to the chip thickness evaluation to estimate cutting force, there is a 
need of identifying an appropriate mechanistic cutting force model and its cutting 
coefficients. These cutting coefficients vary with the chip thickness, particularly at 
lower chip thickness values. In the literature, there are models for cutting force which 
contains the shearing force and edge force components separated to consider the 
ploughing effect. However, there are some researchers proposed a mechanistic model 
without edge coefficients [81-83, 89, 93, 94]. For these models they used various 
methods to identify the cutting coefficients using the slot milling experiments. There 
are other researchers [86, 90-92, 95, 96] used the analytical method to identify the 
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cutting coefficients using the shear angle and shear stress distribution along the shear 
plane. However, the selection of the mechanistic model to estimate the cutting forces 
varies with applications.  
 Towards the application of TCM system, the present work focuses on the 
mechanistic model which separates the cutting force into the shear and the edge 
forces. Due to the separation of force related to cutting load and force related to 
cutting edge in contact with workpiece, this mechanistic model is more appropriate to 
identify the force increment related to tool wear. This approach was first proposed by 
Lee and Altintas [80] for ball nose milling. Experiments were conducted for slot 
milling operation on a horizontal surface. Lee et.al [80] and Yang et.al [79] used data 
from orthogonal turning experiments to determine the cutting coefficients with 
varying chip thickness. Although the cutting force coefficients obtained from 
orthogonal cutting experiments are accurate, there are practical problems and 
difficulty in preparing the database for orthogonal experiments. Hence, coefficients 
derived from milling data are widely accepted in literature because it is a fast and easy 
method for cutting force estimation [81]. 
Zhu et.al [69] reported a method of obtaining the cutting force coefficients for 
ball nose milling using the average chip thickness from slot milling experiments. 
Lamikiz et.al [88] used a mechanistic model with edge coefficients on inclined 
surface using the coefficients identified from horizontal slot milling operation. Oztruk 
et.al [87] presented a new algorithm for calibration of coefficients, obtained from 
horizontal slot cutting tests. Yucesan and Altintas [84] applied method of equating 
area of chip removed with multiple of cutting coefficients to the measured cutting 
force using the slot milling experiments to identify the cutting coefficients. There are 
few researchers [97, 98] updated the geometric model to estimate the tool run out and 
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incorporated in chip load to estimate the dynamic cutting force. Zheng and Wang [85] 
introduced a frequency domain method to indentify the cutting coefficients, they used 
ball end slot milling experiments. However, most of the calibration method for 
identification of cutting coefficients uses slot milling data. In such case, for ball nose 
milling the velocity is zero at the tool tip portion, and also the change of cutting speed 
variation along the cutting edge is too high near the tip. Data from slot milling for 
identification of coefficients could lead to deviation from the actual value because of 
influence of cutting speed on cutting coefficients. 
 From the above literature survey, the author feels that there is still much room 
and need for improvement of the geometric model, identification of cutting 
coefficients, and TCM methodologies for ball nose milling applications. Hence it is 
meaningful to try model based methods which can be more reliable and applicable in 
industries. In this model based approach to TCM towards the application of ball nose 
milling, there is a need to update the geometric model to evaluate the chip thickness 
and methods for evaluating cutting force coefficients. With the utilization of the 
geometric model and force model, hopefully, a better performance for TCM 
methodology can be established. The overall scheme of the model based method for 
TCM of ball nose milling is described in following section.    
2.3 Tool Wear Model 
Tool wear modeling in literature was mainly initiated by two researchers, 
Taylor and Merchant. Taylor’s modeling approach is based on empirical or 
experimental analysis. A typical example is the famous Taylor formula which relates 
tool life to cutting speed. Later, other researchers [99-101] incorporated other cutting 
parameters into the Taylor’s tool wear model. Merchant’s modeling approach is an 
analytical approach. He proposed the basic mechanism of chip formation in 1940s, 
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emphasizing the physical characteristics of the tool-work material. Based on this 
analytical model, other researchers [10, 102-106]  considered tool wear in a single or 
combinations of adhesive, abrasive, diffusive, and fracture. These wears are affected 
by several accumulated factors of mechanical, chemical, physical and thermo-
mechanical and thus subjected to different combinations of cutting conditions, 
workpiece material, tool material and tool geometry  [107, 108].  
The major issue in tool wear modeling is to evaluate the tool wear rate using the 
cutting parameters. Analytical tool wear modeling methods are difficult because the 
tool wear mechanism is not thoroughly understood[109]. Li et al. [109]reviewed the 
analytical tool wear models and built tool wear rate maps based on Kannatey et 
al.[110] to estimate the tool wear. However, such wear rate maps are accurate only if 
the diffusion and adhesion parameters of the tool and workpiece materials are 
available. Identification of such parameters is difficult for ball nose milling due to 
variation of chip load and cutting speed along the cutting edge. Hence empirical 
models using the cutting parameters based on the Taylor’s tool life equation model 
are quite popular in machining literature. Mukherjee et al. [99]proposed an empirical 
model which relates the tool wear to the cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut, and 
machining time using experimental data. Greenhow et al. [100] included temperature 
at the cutting zone into the tool wear estimation model. Oraby et al. [101] reported an 
empirical model based on feed rate, depth of cut, cutting speed and diameter of 
workpiece for turning applications.  Analysis from these tool wear models indicates 
that the tool wear is most sensitive to the cutting speed. However, they mainly focus 
on the turning operation where the cutting speed is constant for the whole cutting 
edge.  But in ball nose milling, the cutting speed changes along the cutting edge. 
Hence a different approach is proposed in the present work by considering the 
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residual force feature. The detail of the proposed model is discussed in chapter 6 of 
this thesis.  
  
2.4 Framework for TCM of Ball Nose Milling  
 
As mentioned earlier, this thesis focuses on TCM for ball nose milling. This 
section briefly introduces the developed geometric and cutting force model and their 
role in estimation of tool wear profile estimation. 
A geometric model for ball nose milling is first developed. The detailed 
geometric model considers the pitch feed, helix angle of ball nose cutter, and true tool 
path. From the geometric model, geometric features such as chip load along the 
cutting edge, chip load about the tool rotation axis and friction length are extracted. 
The developed geometric model is used to simulate the cutting force. Experiments are 
conducted to verify the established cutting force model. Experiments for tool life are 
carried out for TCM purpose and the cutting force is measured. The residual force 
feature is extracted from the model-estimated and measure forces. Finally, different 
models for tool wear profile estimation are proposed using the geometric features and 
residual force features.  
2.4.1 Geometric Modeling  
 
The detailed geometric model is developed for ball nose milling. At first the 
model developed is for inclined plane with consideration of different cutter path 
directions. The model details are explained in Chapter 3 and it contains. 
1. Development of geometric model for different cutter path direction 
2. Evaluation of geometric features like chip load along the cutting edge, chip 
load about the cutter rotation axis, and friction length. 
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3. Analysis work using geometric features to evaluate the appropriate cutter path 
direction for inclined plane machining with various workpiece inclinations.  
2.4.2 Mechanistic Force Model 
 
Mechanistic force model with cutting and edge coefficients is considered here 
in this work. Cutting coefficients are identified from the experimental data of inclined 
plane. The geometric feature such as chip load about the cutter rotation axis and 
identified cutting coefficients are used to estimate force model. The Force model and 
its details are explained in Chapter 4. Experiments are done to verify the proposed to 
developed force model and details are discussed in Chapter 5.  
1. Proposing an appropriate cutting force model for TCM application 
2. Identification of cutting coefficients. 
3. Estimation of cutting force. 
Experiment details are covered in Chapter 5 
1. Experiments on inclined workpiece to verify the proposed mechanistic model. 
2. Experiments with various inclinations and various cutter path directions. 
3. Experiments on hemispherical surface workpiece with varying cutting 
conditions. 
2.4.3 Tool Wear profile Estimation 
 
  Two different models are proposed to estimate the tool wear profile along the 
cutting edge. Geometric model which is explained in Chapter 3, along with the force 
model explained in Chapter 4 are used in the tool wear profile estimation model. The 
details are explained in Chapter 6: 
1. Extraction of geometric features 
2. Extraction of Residual force feature 
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3. Model based on geometric features is introduced 
4. Experiments are carried on hemispherical surface workpiece with combination 
of various cutter path directions and varying feed rate to verify the model 
5. Model based on geometric features and residual force features is introduced 
and verified with experiments 
6. Model based on the geometric features along with feedback of estimated tool 
wear is introduced and verified with experiments.  
7. Results for tool wear profile estimation 
 The details are explained in Chapter 6. The results for estimation of tool wear 
profile along the cutting edge are also presented in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 3  
Geometric Modeling of Ball Nose Milling  
3.1 Problem Statement 
 
 The accuracy of the geometric modeling is one of the key issues in modeling 
of machining process. The accurate representation of the chip shape and maximum 
chip thickness are the important parameters that many researchers are interested in. 
The detailed geometry can be used in evaluating the geometric features to assess the 
quality of the machining processes [70]. In particular, for ball nose milling, evaluation 
of geometric features is rather complicated. This is due to the complexity of the tool 
shape associated with its helix angle, pitch feed rate, workpiece shape and tool-
workpiece orientations [69]. The accuracy of the geometric feature evaluation could 
be updated with consideration of the aforementioned parameters. Although tool 
runout is not included in the present study, it can be easily added into the geometric 
model as long as the amount of runout is identified. For modeling of runout there are 
researchers [97,98] who carried intensive research on tool runout identification. The 
geometric features obtained from geometric models can be used in cutting force 
simulations, and the identification of optimal cutter path directions. Hence, in the 
present research work, an attempt towards upgrading the geometric model is done.   
Geometric modeling for ball nose milling involves the evaluation of depth of 
cut followed by chip thickness. Later, using the chip thickness information, various 
geometric features such as the chip load about the cutter rotation axis, the chip load 
along the cutting edge and the friction length can be extracted. In this thesis, the 
geometric model is developed with consideration of cutter path directions, the helix 
angle and trochoid tool path. As illustrated in Figure. 3.1, there are four different 
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cutter path directions - vertical downward (VD), vertical upward (VU), horizontal 
downward (HD), and horizontal upward (HU) – which were identified from literature 
for the machining of inclined planes [70]:  
 
Figure 3.1 Different cutter path directions for machining on inclined surfaces 
 
 
The geometric model is used to understand the detailed knowledge of chip 
load distribution along the cutting edge and about the cutter rotation axis. The detailed 
geometric model with true undeformed chip thickness on inclined plane machining, 
considering the pitch feed and helix angle will be presented in following sections.  
3.2 Geometry of Ball Nose milling cutter  
 
The geometry of the ball nose milling cutter is shown in Figure.3.2. The 
cutting edge lies on the hemisphere with constant helix lead. The flute has a helix 
angle of ‘io’ at the ball shank meeting boundary. Due to the reduction of the radius in 
x-y plane towards the ball tip in the axial (z) direction, the local helix angle ‘i(z)’ 
along flute varies [80]. The cutter radius in the x-y plane at axial location ‘z’ with the 
centre of the ball as zero is given in Eq.3.1.  
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 2 2( ) )R z R z= −  (3.1) 
where ‘R’ is the ball radius, ‘z’ is the axial location of cutter measured from the cutter 
centre to the tip. The cutter rotation is shown with angle ‘φ’, chip thickness ‘tc’, and 
the directions of cutting forces are shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2 Geometry of the ball nose milling 
 
The detailed geometry, evaluation of chip load distribution and influence of cutter 
path directions will be explained in the following sections.  
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3.3 Geometric Model for Ball nose milling on inclined surface 
 
The geometry of the ball nose mill is complex due to its varying helix angle 
along the cutting edge. However, the full length of the cutting edge is not always in 
contact with the workpiece at the same time [80]. To evaluate the chip thickness, the 
contact length of cutter with the workpiece is divided into finite number of oblique 
cutting edge elements as shown in Figure.3.3. Each cutting edge element has a 
thickness of ‘dz’ and is treated as an oblique cutting edge. During machining, these 
cutting edge elements do not engage with the workpiece simultaneously. For instant, 
in the flat surface machining, the first cutting edge element at the tool tip engages 
with the workpiece and subsequently followed by the remaining cutting edge 
elements [84]. In general, the engagement sequence for each cutting edge element 
varies with different cutter path directions and the inclination angle of the machining 
plane. For easy tracking of these instances, the lag angle for each cutting edge element 
is introduced. This lag angle for each cutting edge element is used to help tracking the 
cutter engagement and disengagement angles with the workpiece. This concept is 
illustrated for HD cutter path direction with its schematic shown in Figure.3.4, and the 
detailed breakdown in Figure.3.5. The part of the cutting edge element engaged with 
the workpiece is divided into a finite number of oblique cutting edge elements, which 
is shown as shaded area in Figure. 3.5. For each cutting edge element, the depth of 
cut, the radius of the cross section at each edge, the angle of engagement and 
disengagement are to be evaluated and details will be discussed in following sections. 
When evaluating the angle of engagement and disengagement, the lag angle is taken 
into consideration. The lag angle ‘Ψz’  of the element at height ‘z’ along the central 
axis of the ball nose mill is expressed as [80]   
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where ‘io’ is the helix angle and ‘R’ is the radius of the ball nose cutter.  
 
Figure 3.3 Cutting edge length divided into finite oblique cutting edge elements 
 
3.3.1 Evaluation of Depth of Cut at give height ‘z’ 
 
After evaluating the helix angle for each cutting edge element, the depth of cut 
for each cutting element is to be evaluated. While machining on the inclined plane 
with angle ‘θ’, radial depth of cut ‘D’ and pitch feed ‘p’ in transverse direction along 
the inclined plane are denoted on Figure 3.5. The contact part of the cutting edge with 
workpiece is divided in to finite number of cutting edge elements with thickness ‘dz’ 
and the depth of cut for each disc is measured in x-y plane ‘dzl’. The detailed 
geometry for chip distribution along the cutting edge is shown in Figure.3.5. 
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Figure 3.4 Machining on inclined plane with inclination angle of ‘θ’ with horizontal downward 
cutter path direction 
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Figure 3.5 Diagram showing the tool workpiece contact area (shaded) on inclined plain with 
radial depth of cut ‘D’ and pitch feed ‘p’. 
 
In the Figure 3.5, the shaded area is divided in to small oblique cutting edge 
elements with thickness of ‘dz’ in x-y plane. The depth of cut is measured normal to 
cutter axis ‘dzl’.  The shaded area in Figure 3.5 is divided into two different areas 
ABA1 and BA1D because of different geometric shape representation. The evaluation 
of depth of cut is different for those areas and details are discussed in following.  
For circle, with radius ‘R’ (ball nose cutter radius), the angle subtended by chord 




φ − −⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (3.3) 
1φ  is Angle between OA and OO1; OA=R; O1C=D from Figure.3.5; 
The angle subtended by OC with cutter axis is equal to the angle of inclined plane 
(workpiece) because the line OC is normal to workpiece surface.  
The angles ‘θ1’ and ‘θ3’ are defined as angles between cutter axis to OA and OD are 
given in Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.5 respectively.  




θ θ= +  (3.5) 
where ‘p’ is the pitch feed and the length CD is ‘p/2’.   
The height from centre of ball to the projected lines from points A,A1,D to the axis 
are, the starting, changing of geometry and disengagement points respectively and  are 
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The length from cutter axis to the point of A and B from cutter axis in x-y plane are 
defines as ‘l1’ and ‘l2’ respectively and given in Eq.3.7.  
 1 1
2 1 1 2
sin
( ) tan( / 2 )
l R




= + − −  (3.7) 
Depth of cut for each oblique cutting edge element at given ‘z’ with in the area ABA1 
is given in Eq.3.8 
 ( )11 2 1
1 2
zl z
Z zd R l l l
Z Z
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−= − + −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (3.8) 
where ( )2 2zR R z= −  is the radius of the ball nose cutter at given ‘z’ from the ball 
centre.  
For the area BA1D B , the depth of cut at each disc is expressed as follows:  
 zl z ind R d= −  (3.9) 
 sininz z p θ= +  (3.10) 
 ( )22 ( ) cosin in ind R R z R z p θ= − − − +  (3.11) 
Here, ‘zin’ is defined as the height of the previous-pass cutter centre shown in Figure 
3.5 and used to evaluate the distance from the axis of rotation of the present cutter to 
the tip of the tool in the previous pass ‘din’ [Eq. 3.11]. 
From the derived geometry based expressions, the actual depth of cut ‘dzl’ and 
‘Rz’ are obtained for given height ‘z’ from the ball centre, ball nose cutter radius ‘R’, 
pitch ‘p’, depth of cut ‘D’ and workpiece inclination angle ‘θ’ .   
Similarly, the geometric models for other cutter path directions such as HU, 
VD, and VU are also developed and derived. The depth of cut for down and upward 
machining on an incline plane of 45o is shown in Figure 3.6. Similarly, the variation 
of depth of cut with respect to different pitch is shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.6 The variation of depth of cut along the cutting edge for 45o plane with 0.2 mm radial 
depth and 0.35mm pitch feed 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Variation of depth of cut along the axis for different pitch feed 
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Although the machining parameters are same, the depth of cut distribution 
along the cutting edge varies different cutter path directions. It shows that, there will 
be influence of cutter path direction on tool life and machining accuracy. 
3.3.2 Analysis of the tooth trajectory 
 
The circular tool path which is widely used in the milling process is given in 
Eq.3.12 [72], it simplifies the establishment of a model for the chip load in milling 
process. However, it affects the accuracy of the model for high feed rate, small cutter 
radius, high speed and the micro machining applications. Hence, it is essential to 
update the circular tool path for accuracy of the chip thickness evaluation. 
 ( )2 2 2sin cosc z zt R R f fφ φ= − − −  (3.12) 
where ‘tc’ is the chip thickness, ‘R’ is radius of the cutter, ‘fz’ feed rate per tooth, ‘ϕ’ 
is the angular position of cutter. 
For the milling process, the relative movement between the tool and 
workpiece along the feed direction is achieved by both rotational and translational 
feed motions of the spindle. The motion of the cutter is similar to the trace of a point 
fixed on the circle that rolls along a line. Assuming that there is no tool wear, tool 
eccentricity and spindle tilt, the trajectory of a cutting edge relative to the workpiece 
is a trochoid curve. This causes the instantaneous chip thickness to vary with varying 
immersion. The percentage error by approximating the path as traditional circular tool 
path by Bao’s method [72] using Eq.3.12 and using the trochoid has been presented 
by Wang [73].  
3.3.3 True Undeformed chip thickness 
 
In milling process, the undeformed chip thickness is determined by the swept 
volume generated by the distance between two consecutive cut surfaces. The distance 
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is measured in the direction perpendicular to the preceding cut surface [111]. The feed 
rate is assumed to be constant, without tool eccentricity and run-out. Figure 3.8 
illustrates the tool path in milling process for the ball nose milling on inclined surface 
with ‘Rz’ as cutter radius and ‘dzl’ as depth of cut at distance ‘z’ from ball centre.  
 
 
Figure 3.8 Geometry of chip thickness of ball nose milling process with Rz as cutter radius and dzl 
and radial immersion at height Z from ball centre 
 
Figure 3.8 illustrates the swept area ABDCA. AC is the feed per tooth ‘fz’. The 
immersion angle is from ‘θ1’ to ‘θ3’. From the geometry AC is the actual feed ‘fz’. 
The previous and present tooth passes are shown in Figure 3.8. The immersion angle 
is from θ1 to θ3. To evaluate the immersion angles and chip thickness, the total 
undeformed chip thickness area is divided in to two different divisions based on 
geometry. The two different stages of chip thickness calculations are from θ1 to θ2 and 
θ2 to θ3. The details are discussed in following section. 
3.4 Analysis of true undeformed chip thickness 
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Based on true undeformed chip thickness evaluation, the details for angle of 
engagement, disengagement and chip thickness for each cutting edge are discussed: 










1 2tanφ ; Rz, dzl are radius and radial immersion of cutter into 
workpiece at height z from the ball centre.  





θθ =  of Δle AOC.  




θθ − ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (3.14) 
where q1=OC; 
From Figure 3.8: 
 12 1θ θ θ= +  (3.15) 
From geometry, angle θ3 is given as: 
  





θ π= +  (3.16) 
After finding the entrance and exit angles, the chip thickness is obtained as follows:  
From θ1 to θ2 the chip thickness is calculated based on the instantaneous angle of 
rotation of tool φ and height Z from the ball centre and it is given by: 





R dt z Rφ φ
−= −  (3.17) 
 From θ2 to θ3 the calculation is based in trochoid curve. When the angular 
position of the cutter is at φ the tool tip is at B shown in figure 3.9. At that time 
instant, the undeformed chip thickness is measured as distance between points A and 
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B. The position of A is determined by the tool tip with angular position φo for 
previous tooth path. O and O1 are the centers for present and previous rotation for that 
particular position. 
 
Figure 3.9 Geometry of chip thickness 
 






f fp f fπ δφ φπ π π
+= + − =  (3.18) 
Using sine rule for the Δ OO1A:   
  
 sinsin sin( ) o
zp R q
φδ π φ−= =  (3.19) 
  where δ = φ- φo              










=+  (3.20) 
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aa aπδ π π
+= + + +    (3.21) 
where ϕsin
zR
fa =   
From triangle OO1A  
 2 2 2 2 cos( )z zq p R R p φ δ= + − −  (3.22) 
Finally the instantaneous chip thickness at the position φ is given by: 
 ( , )c zt z R qφ = −  (3.23) 
The following Figures 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate chip distribution in 3D and chip area 
along the tool rotation. The total chip area about the cutter axis is one the geometric 
features which can be used in cutting force estimation. The comparison of chip load 
evaluation using the traditional geometric model and the updated model are show in 
Figure 3.12.  
 
Figure 3.10 3D chip variation along the ball axis and cutter rotation (fz :0.1mm/tooth, D=0.3mm, 
p=0.35, HD cutter path direction) 
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Figure 3.11 Chip area about the cutter rotation (fz=0.1mm/tooth; D=0.3 mm; p=0.35mm; HD 
cutter path direction) 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Comparison of chip load about the cutter rotation axis for traditional and updated 
model (fz=0.1mm/tooth; D=0.5 mm, p=0.35 mm; HD cutter path direction)  
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It was observed from Figure 3.12 that the maximum chip area is different from 
traditional model. From the updated model the tool entry angle and exit angle were 
different compared to traditional model. The total immersion angle was high for 
updated model due to the consideration of the lag angle caused by helix angle. 
 
3.5 Analysis based on geometric model for different cutter 
path directions 
 
The geometric model for the ball nose milling process has been developed by 
Schulz [70] in literature. They discussed the VU and VD cutter path directions. 
However, in their work, the HD and HU cutter path directions were not mentioned; 
more over, the helix angle of the ball nose cutter was neglected and the tool path was 
taken as circular tool path. To enhance the geometric model capability for evaluating 
the undeformed chip thickness more accurately, these parameters were taken into 
consideration in this thesis and presented in earlier sections. After deriving the 
geometric based equations for identification of the chip thickness, the geometric 
features are extracted and studied in detail in this section.  
Among the geometric features extracted, the undeformed chip load 
distribution about the cutter rotation axis is used for cutting force estimations. Figure 
3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 illustrates the undeformed chip load distributions about cutter 
rotation for various workpiece inclination angles and different cutter path directions.  
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Figure 3.13 Chip load for VD cutter path direction on inclined surface 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Chip load for VU Cutter path direction on inclined surface 
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Figure 3.15 Chip load for HD cutter path direction on inclined surface 
 
 
Figure 3.16 Chip laod for HU cutter path direction on inclined surface 
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From Figure 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, the observations are, 
 
(i) The maximum chip load decreases for the VD and VU cutter path directions 
with increase in inclination angle of workpiece. 
(ii) The chip load rises sharply for the HU cutter path direction.  
(iii) Tool workpiece contact time is larger for the VD and followed by the HD 
cutter path directions at lower inclination workpiece. 
(iv) Despite of the similar cutting parameters such as, feed and depth of cut, 
various cutter path directions of machining leads to the different chip load 
distribution.            
Another geometric feature derived from the geometric model is the maximum 
chip load along the cutting edge evaluated for the four different cutter path directions. 
The cutting edge is divided into small oblique cutting edges in geometric model, and 
the average chip removal is evaluated for each cutting edge element. The maximum 
chip removal by the cutting edge element along the cutting edge for the four different 
cutter path directions is shown in Figure 3.17 for feed rate of 0.1mm/tooth, 0.2mm 
depth of cut, 0.35mm pitch feed, and 5 mm nose cutter. From Figure 3.17, following 
are observed: 
(i) While machining on the low-inclination workpiece, the load on the cutting 
edge is high. 
(ii) Among different cutter path directions, the vertical downward direction is 
higher.  
(iii) For high inclination workpiece, the maximum chip load does not vary high. 
Further more, along VD and HD cutter path directions for low-inclination 
workpieces, the effective diameter of the tool is small. Hence, the cutting speed is 
lower and this causes more rubbing than shearing. Due to this rubbing and higher chip 
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load, there could be higher tool vibration, shortening the tool life [70]. In conclusion, 
for better tool life while machining on low-inclination workpiece, the VD cutter path 
direction is least suitable. Similar conclusions are drawn by experiments conducted 
for 15o inclined workpiece in literature [70].  
 
Figure 3.17 Maximum chip load along the cutting edge for different cutter path directions with 
varying workpiece inclinations 
 
Besides evaluating the chip load distribution about the rotation axis and 
maximum chip load along the cutting edge, another parameter considered is the 
friction length. It was introduced by Schulz [70]. The friction length is defined as the 
distance traveled by the tool in contact the workpiece per rotation. It is an important 
parameter to understand the tool life because it is related to the tool-work contact 
time. The friction length is evaluated for different cutting path directions with varying 
inclination angle for workpiece and shown in Figure 3.18. It is observed that, 
(i) For the HD and HU cutter path directions, the friction length is high. 
(ii) For the VD and VU the frictions are lower compared to the HD and HU, 
however for VU it is lowest. 
While selecting the cutting path direction, for similar chip loads, it would be better to 
select cutting direction with lower friction length. 
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 The geometric model presented in Chapter supports the VU cutter path 
direction because of shortest friction length followed by the VD cutter path direction. 
Although, the VU cuter path direction is having slightly shorter friction length, the 
resultant cutting force acting against the tool is higher for the VU cutter path direction 
compared with VD cutter path direction as shown in Figure 3.19, causing cutting tool 
deflection. Such tool deflection leads to shorter tool life [112]. Hence, care must be 
taken for higher loads to avoid tool deflection and vibration. Therefore, for steeper 
inclination VU is appropriate for finish cut and VD is appropriate for heavy cuts. The 
experimental work carried by Toh used a higher inclination angle of 75o [76]. For 
such inclination, with cutting conditions as 0.2 mm depth of cut, 0.15 mm/tooth as 
feed rate and 0.35 mm pitch feed with 6 mm ball nose cutter, the entrance and exit 
angles along the cutting edge are 60o – 76o for VD and 73o-89.8o for VU as illustrated 
in figure 3.16. In Toh’s experimental work [76] that VD cutter path direction 
performs better compared to other cutter path directions which supports analysis in 
this work. 
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Kang et. al [78] carried out a number of experiments for 45o and concluded 
that the vertical upward mode results in better tool life when compared to other 
directions. At 45o inclination, the maximum chip loads are almost similar for all cutter 
path directions, and the friction length remains high for horizontal modes. Hence the 
VU cutting direction shows better performance due to shorter friction length for 










Figure 3.19 Resultant force directions for ball nose milling while machining on inclined surface 
with VU and VD cutter path directions 
3.6 Discussion and conclusions 
 
From the developed geometric model, geometric features such as the friction 
length, the maximum chip load along the cutting edge and about the cutter rotation, 
are extracted. These features are used to study the performance of the different cutter 
path directions with their details discussed as follows. 
While machining on steep inclination workpiece with the HU cutter path 
direction, the friction length is high and the resultant force acts against the tool axis. 
At the same time, the sharp increase of chip load about the rotation axis (Figure 3.16) 
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causes more vibration and sharp increase of cutting force on the tool. Hence, the tool 
life is shorter for HU cutter path direction and least suitable for steep inclinations. VD 
cutter path direction has low friction length value and less vibration which is caused 
by the force against the tool axis. Hence, VD gives better tool life. Toh [76] 
concluded from the experiments for steep inclination workpiece that VD cutter path 
direction gave a longer tool life for 75o workpiece.  
While machining low-inclination workpiece, for HD and VD cutting 
directions, it is observed from Figure 3.17 that the maximum chip load is higher 
compared to the other two cutter path directions (VU, HU). The velocity for HD and 
VD cutter path directions is also lower because the lower portion of the cutting tool is 
used, causing more rubbing action and resulting in excessive vibration at the tip and 
high likelihood to failure. The friction length is high for HD cutter path direction, 
which may lead to poor performance of the cutting tool. Hence, for low-inclination 
workpiece, HD and VD cutting path directions are not recommended. The VU cutting 
path direction is a better option because of the lower chip load and friction length as 
shown in Figure 3.17 and 3.18 respectively. The experiments conducted by Schulz 
[70] concluded that VU cutter path direction results in the best tool life for 15o 
workpiece compared with the other cutting path directions.  
For angles at 45o the maximum chip load along the cutting edge has no 
significant difference for different cutting path directions. However, for such angles 
the tool deflection could be reduced by choosing the downward orientation and very 
high spindle speeds to avoid rubbing action at the tool tip. The experimental results 
from Kang et.al [78] supported the present geometric analysis by concluding that the 
VU cutting path direction gave better performance. Based on the developed geometric 
model, the evaluated parameters like chip load along the cutting edge, friction length, 
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and chip load distribution about the tool rotation axis are useful for the selection of 
cutting path directions for inclined plane machining. Using the chip load information 
about the rotation axis, cutting force predictions will be carried out and verified for 
different cutting directions. Details will be discussed in Chapter 4.  
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Chapter 4  
Mechanistic Cutting Force Model  
4.1 Problem statement 
 
Prediction of cutting force is one of the classical researches in manufacturing 
research. There are various methodologies proposed for cutting force predictions, 
such as: 
(i) Analytical model 
(ii) Mechanistic model 
(iii)  Empirical model 
The chip area from these models is typically used to estimate the cutting force 
for machining processes. Estimation of cutting force depends on the identification of 
the cutting coefficients. For those three different methodologies mentioned above, the 
analytical method uses the stress along the shear plane, shear angle and temperature 
simulations. Cutting coefficients identified by this depends on the accuracy of 
temperature estimation along the shear plane and shear angle [73]. For complex 
machining process such as ball nose milling, the evaluation of the shear angle and 
shear plane angles are quite complicated because of the shape complexities and no 
literature is identified. Mechanistic models are most popularly used in literature. 
Various mechanistic models are discussed by Xu et.al [68]. Depending on the 
application, researchers used various mechanistic models and methods to identify the 
cutting coefficients. In the present research the focus is towards the tool condition 
monitoring, hence model proposed by Lee et al [80] is used, because of the separation 
of shear and edge force inside the model. The model separates the shear force and 
edge force; in such case we can identify the force due to shear and force due to 
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friction between tool and workpiece. For TCM application, as the friction force 
increases with tool wear, hence, this model is chosen in the present work. The details 
of the model are discussed in the following sections.      
4.2 Cutting force model formulation  
 
A mechanistic model is used to estimate the cutting forces. The mechanistic 
model is a numerical integration method of computing the cutting force based on 
chip–force relationship (cutting coefficients), and the chip load distribution about the 
tool rotation axis. This method of approach is less time consuming to predict the 
cutting forces for given chip load information. The cutting coefficients are identified 
using the chip load distribution about the cutter rotation axis derived in the previous 
chapter and experimental cutting force data using fresh cutting tool. A curvilinear 
coordinate system normal to the ball envelop is used to specify the cutting forces 
acting on the cutting edge. The elemental tangential, radial and axial cutting forces 
acting on the cutter are given in Eq.4.1, 4.2 & 4.3 [80]: 
 
 ( ), ( , )t tc c b te SdF z K t z d K dφ φ= +  (4.1) 
 ( ), ( , )r rc c b re SdF z K t z d K dφ φ= +  (4.2) 
 ( ), ( , )a ac c b ae SdF z K t z d K dφ φ= +  (4.3) 
where ‘tc(ϕ,z)’ is the  uncut chip thickness normal to cutting edge element at a given 
angular position ‘ϕ’ and axial location ‘z’ , as shown in Figure 4.1. The cutting forces 
are separated as edge (ploughing force) and cutting (shear force) force components. 
The edge coefficients (Kte, Kre, Kae) are lumped at the edge of the flute. ‘ds’ is the 
differential length along the cutting edge, which is divided into a finite number 
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oblique cutting edges with thickness ‘dz’, and  when the ‘dz’ is too small ‘ds’ and ‘db’ 
are estimated as given in Eq.4.4 and shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Ball nose milling cutting force components 
 
 






= =  (4.4) 
 1sin zRk
R
− ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠  (4.5) 
where ‘k’ is angle between rotation axis and tip of the cutting edge element. The 
cutting coefficients (Ktc, Krc, Kac) are function of the instantaneous uncut chip 
thickness and ‘db’ the projected length of infinitesimal cutting edge element, and 
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illustrated in Figure 4.2. The cutting coefficients are applicable for given tool and 
workpiece combination. However cutting coefficients for popularly used workpiece 
and tool materials can be found from literature [80, 86, 113].    
 The chip thickness and axial angle are obtained for every cutting edge element 
about the cutter axis and changed curvilinear coordinate system in the Cartesian 
coordinate system using Eq.4.6. 































 and angle ‘ϕ’ is the angular position of 
cutting point after removing the corresponding lag angle for the cutting edge element 
[80]. This lag angle is due to the local helix angle and it is different for different 
cutting edge elements and obtained using Eq.4.7:  
 z zφ ψ= Θ−  (4.7) 
where ‘Ψz’  is lag angle for cutting edge element at distance ‘z’ from ball centre and  
‘Θ’ is angular position for the ball tip (global angle defined with the ball tip). This lag 
angle is due to the helix angle of the cutter ‘io’ and ‘z’ is the distance form the ball 
centre to the cutting edge element along the axis. While evaluating the total force at 
any instant of rotation ‘Θ’, the angular position of the cutting edge element is ‘ϕz’. 
The total force at given angular position ‘Θ’ is: 





F dFdzΘ = ∫  (4.8) 
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Eq.4.8 is evaluated by numerical summation as given in Eq.4.9. The length from 
engagement and disengagement along the axis of ball nose cutter is divided into ‘N’ 
number of cutting edge element with thickness as ‘dz’. 











Θ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Θ =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Θ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
∑  (4.9) 













F T k T k
F k k
Θ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤Θ = +⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Θ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑  (4.10) 
where [ ] ( )1 3 3 ( , )c bxT T x t z dφ⎡ ⎤ =⎣ ⎦ ; [ ] ( )1 1 3 3 bxT T x d⎡ ⎤ =⎣ ⎦  and [T] is the 
transformation matrix [Eq.4.6]. 
From the Eq. 4.6 the cutting force in Cartesian coordinates at given angular 
position of cutter is obtained.  The total force at a given angular position ‘Θ’ is the 
summation of the forces for each cutting edge element with local angle as‘ϕz’ [Eq. 
4.7]. The maximum force could be at the angular position when the maximum chip 
area is removed from the workpiece. The angular position of the maximum chip area 
is found from the chip load distribution [Figure. 3.11]. The corresponding maximum 
chip load is used to estimate the cutting coefficients by equating maximum force 










F T k T k
F k k
Θ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Θ = +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Θ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 (4.11) 
where   1
1
N
T T= ∑ ;   1 1
1
N
T T= ∑  
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The final form of Eq.4.11 is given in following: 
 1 2 3 4 5 6( )x rc tc ac re te aeF Θ a k a k a k a k a k a k= + + + + +  (4.12) 
 1 2 3 4 5 6( )y rc tc ac re te aeF Θ b k b k b k b k b k b k= + + + + +  (4.13) 
 1 2 3 4 5 6( )z rc tc ac re te aeF Θ c k c k c k c k c k c k= + + + + +  (4.14) 
 Using the ensemble mean of maximum force at the fresh stage of ball nose 
milling experimental data, the cutting coefficients can be obtained from Eq: 4.12, 
4.13, and 4.14. There are six unknowns in these equations. Hence, the maximum 
forces of two experiments with different cutting conditions are used to solve.  
Identified cutting coefficients are used to verify the experiments of different 
conditions which are not used in the determination of the cutting coefficients. If the 
cutting edge segment is beyond the immersion zone, i.e. loss of contact with the 
workpiece, the contribution of cutting force is taken as zero. 
4.3 Cutting Force Estimation 
 
The workpiece material used in the experiments is Stavax steel of hardness 
HRC 45 and the cutting tool used is a ball nose milling cutter with radius of 5 mm 
coated with TiAlN. Twenty eight sets of cutting conditions using the combination 
from feed rate (0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.125, 0.150, 0.175 and 0.2) and depth of cut (0.2, 
0.3, 0.4 and 0.5) with spindle rotation speed of 800 rpm are used. The cutting force is 
simulated and compared with the measured cutting force and the simulated cutting 
force by traditional geometric model in literature [80] as shown in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of simulated and measured cutting force 
 
From the simulated cutting force, the mean and maximum cutting forces are 
evaluated within the engagement and disengagement time of the tool and the 
workpiece. Similarly, the mean and maximum cutting forces from the experiments are 
evaluated. The results for the prediction error to the mean and maximum forces for 
workpiece with inclination of 30o, 45o, and 60o are presented in Chapter 5. For the 
prediction of the cutting force, the main focus is on the angle of engagement and 
disengagement, maximum force level and average force which are important to 
maintain the workpiece quality and tool failure. Many previous force prediction 
papers on ball nose milling focused on the maximum force level [83, 88, 113]. 
However, using a better geometric model with consideration of helix angle and true 
tool path as presented in this work, the angle of engagement and disengagement and 
the force prediction are more accurately obtained comparing with the earlier models 
in literature [80, 83, 88, 113]. The accurate evaluation of chip load and maximum chip 
load improves the quality in identification of cutting coefficients, and hence the 
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prediction of the cutting force. In the present work, with the spindle speed of 800 rpm, 
the cutting speed along the cutting edge varies from 9.92 m/min to 13 m/min. The 
magnitude and range of cutting speed variation are relatively small and hence the 
effect of speed on the coefficients is minimal. Further study is needed concerning the 
effect of cutting speed on the cutting coefficients for high speed machining. The 
experimental verification of cutting force model for inclined plane machining and 
feature extraction from measured signals will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 5  
Experimental Verification of Cutting Force Model 
5.1 Experimental Set Up 
 
Experiments on inclined plane have been conducted to obtain the cutting 
coefficients and then to validate the proposed cutting force model. Initially, the 
experiments were conducted with four different cutter path directions such as HU, 
HD, VU and VD on workpiece with 45o inclination. Later, workpieces with 30o and 
60o inclination are used for experiments to verify the proposed model. The 
experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.1.and the data acquisition system is shown in 
Figure 5.2.  
 
Figure 5.1 Experimental set up for inclined plane machining 
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Figure 5.2 Data acquisition system for experiments 
 
 
Experiments were conducted on the RMC V55 Makino milling machine. The 
cutting force was measured with Kistler 9255B 3-axis dynamometer and the 
workpiece was mounted on it as shown in Figure 5.1. The cutting force output was 
recorded on tape with a sony digital tape recorder as shown in Figure 5.2. The 
sampling rate of the measured cutting force was 3000Hz. The force signals were 
processed using Matlab software. The cutting conditions such as feed/tooth varied 
from 0.05 to 0.2 mm/tooth and depth of cut varied from 0.2mm to 0.5 mm as 
recommended by the manufacturer’s catalogue of the cutting tool manufacturer. 
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5.2 Results for the Estimation of Cutting Force on 450 
inclined workpiece in four different cutter path directions. 
 
  Altogether, twenty eight combinations of cutting conditions for each cutter 
path direction (HD, HU, VU, VD) were chosen for experiments and details of the 
experiments are listed in Table 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. Experimentally measured cutting 
force data from two different experiments were chosen to identify the cutting 
coefficients. The details for the identification of the cutting coefficients were 
discussed in earlier Chapter. Identified cutting conditions were used to simulate the 
cutting force for the remaining experiments. Simulated cutting force and measured 
cutting force from experiments are plotted for some of the experiments as shown in 
Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10.  































































Table 5.3 Experimental details for Vertical Downward cutter path direction 
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Figure 5.3 Simulated and experimental cutting force plot for comparison (Cutting condition : 800 
rpm, 0.5 mm DOC, 0.2 mm feed/tooth, 45o inclined plane, HD cutter path direction) 
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Figure 5.4 Simulated and experimental cutting force plot for comparison (Cutting condition : 800 




Figure 5.5 Simulated and experimental cutting force plot for comparison (Cutting condition: 800 
rpm, 0.3 mm DOC, 0.150 mm feed/tooth, 45o inclined plane, VU cutter path direction) 
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Figure 5.6 Simulated and experimental cutting force plot for comparison (Cutting condition: 800 




Figure 5.7 Simulated and experimental cutting force plot for comparison (Cutting condition: 800 
rpm, 0.2 mm DOC, 0.2 mm feed/tooth, 45o inclined plane, VD cutter path direction) 
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Figure 5.8 Simulated and experimental cutting force plot for comparison (Cutting condition: 800 




Figure 5.9 Simulated and experimental cutting force plot for comparison (Cutting condition: 800 
rpm, 0.4 mm DOC, 0.175 mm feed/tooth, 45o inclined plane, HU cutter path direction) 
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Figure 5.10 Simulated and experimental cutting force plot for comparison (Cutting condition : 
800 rpm, 0.3 mm DOC, 0.175 mm feed/tooth, 45o inclined plane, HD cutter path direction) 
 
 From the results as shown above, it is observed that the model is able to 
estimate the cutting force for given cutting conditions and cutter path direction. It is 
also observed that the tool entry and exit angle are estimated quite near to 
experimental data. To validate the proposed cutting force model, mean and maximum 
force features are extracted from the experimental data and compared with the ones 
evaluated form the model. The features evaluated from experiments are based on 
cutter rotation basis. The mean force feature is the evaluated as mean of the cutting 
force with in tool entry and exit angles. The ensemble mean of the maximum force the 
mean force for first few rotations at fresh tool stage are taken as force features. The 
percentage errors for the estimated features when comparing with experimental 
features are shown in Figure 5.11 and 5.12.   
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Figure 5.11 Percentage error for mean force estimation on 45o inclined workpiece 
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Figure 5.12 Percentage error for maximum force estimation on 45 o inclined workpiece 
 
From the experiments, it is observed that the error prediction for VU cutter path 
direction is slightly higher than the other cutter path directions. This could be due to 
the higher vibration caused by the tool movement against the workpiece inclination. 
For the similar cutting conditions, when machining in HU and VU cutter path 
directions the resultant force acts against the cutter axis, which causes more vibration 
as shown in Figure 3.19. Another observation from the experimental data is that there 
is a higher vibration in Y-direction as shown from Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.10. This is 
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because that the tool is free to oscillate in this direction. Hence, the prediction error in 
Y-direction is higher than force measured in X and Z -directions.   
5.3 Results for Estimation of Cutting Force on 30o and 600 
inclined Workpiece 
 
The developed cutting force model is able to estimate the cutting force for 45o 
inclined workpiece. To validate the ability of the developed cutting force model,    
experiments on 30o and 60o inclined workpiece are conducted. Similar set of cutting 
condition used for 45o inclined workpiece (Table 5.1 to Table 5.4) are used. 
Experiments in four different cutter path directions are conducted. Similar set of force 
features are evaluated for experimental data from machining on 30o and 60o inclined 
workpiece. The percentage errors for the estimated features when comparing with 
experimental features are shown in Figure 5.13, 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16.  
























Force in Z Direction
 
Figure 5.13 Percentage error for mean force estimation on 30o inclined workpiece 
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Figure 5.14 Percentage error for maximum force estimation on 30o inclined workpiece 
 



























Figure 5.15 Percentage error for mean force estimation on 60o inclined workpiece 
 



























Figure 5.16 Prediction error for maximum force estimation on 60o inclined workpiece 
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From the results as shown above, it is observed that the model is able to adapt 
for various inclined workpiece. The percentage error for result for 30o inclined 
workpiece is observed bit lower compared machining on 60o inclined workpiece. The 
observations from results are:  
1. Higher the workpiece inclination, higher the error for cutting force estimation 
in VU cutter path direction. The reason might be due to the higher vibration 
caused by the resultant force acting against the tool axis (Figure 3.19) and tool 
feed direction which is against the workpiece.  
2. Lower the workpiece inclination, downward cutter path direction (VD, HD) 
are having higher percentage or errors. The reason is, for same cutting 
parameters, the maximum chip load along the cutting is bit higher (Figure 
3.17) compared with other cutter path direction. Hence, the cutting tool is 
subjected to high load which might cause more vibrations. 
However, the average percentage for all the workpiece inclination is less then 
10% and more over the model adaptable for various inclination and cutter path 
directions. Hence, further experimental work is carried on hemispherical surface 
workpiece. Such experimental verification could be able to validate the cutting force 
model for sculpture face machining.  
5.4 Experiments for Milling of Hemispherical Workpiece  
 
Typical ball nose milling applications are in sculptured surface machining. To 
validate the ability of the developed cutting force model, a hemispherical surface 
workpiece was chosen as shown in Figure 5.17. Experiments were conducted on 
hemispherical surface workpiece. The pitch feed direction, tool feed directions are 
shown in Figure 5.18.  The complete circular travel around the workpiece was treated 
as one pass and for the next pass the tool started at different latitude according to the 
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assigned pitch feed. For each pass shown in Figure 5.18, the spindle speed varied 
accordingly to change feed rate. The cutting force is estimated for given conditions 
such as feed rate, depth of cut, cutter path direction and workpiece inclination (Θ) at 
tool contact point. The model proposed for inclined plane machining is used to 
estimate the cutting force by assuming the workpiece as straight inclined plane at the 
tool workpiece contact point. The workpiece is ASSAB 760 steel, and a ball nose 
milling cutter with single flute and TiAlNi-coated insert is used. Cutting conditions 
are 0.3 mm radial depth of cut and feed rate varied for each tool pass and kept within 
0.05 to 0.2 mm / tooth for each tool pass as recommended by the cutting tool 
manufacturer’s catalogue. The workpiece is mounted on the 3- axis dynamometer to 
measure the cutting force.  
 
 
Figure 5.17 Experimental setup for hemispherical surface workpiece 
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Figure 5.18 Tool path direction for ball nose milling on hemispherical surface workpiece 
 
From the literature related to the cutting force models, it was observed that the 
researchers focus on maximum cutting force [83, 88, 113]. Because, maximum 
cutting force is one of the important factor influencing the workpiece quality and tool 
failure. Hence, maximum cutting force is chosen as a feature to compare the model-
estimated cutting force with the measured cutting force. From the experiments, the 
measured cutting force is along the machine X, Y and Z-directions. However, while 
machining on the hemispherical surface workpiece, the cutter is moving around the 
workpiece. Furthermore, the model develop is to estimate the force for a straight 
workpiece. Hence, the model force feature is transformed to rotating coordinates and 
compared with the experimentally measured cutting force feature. The details of the 
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force directions on straight workpiece and force direction on hemispherical surface 
workpiece are shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 respectively. From the experimentally 
measured cutting force, the maximum force for every rotation along the tool pass is 
evaluated. The comparison of force features and results are show in the following 
sections.  
 
Figure 5.19 Force direction for straight workpiece 
 
 
Figure 5.20 Force direction on hemispherical surface workpiece 
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5.5 Results of cutting force Estimation for hemispherical 
surface workpiece  
 
The force feature from the simulated cutting force and experimental force 
feature are plotted together for one tool pass. Machining is performed with fresh 
cutting tool at various workpiece inclinations (θ in Figure 5.18) of the workpiece. Few 





Figure 5.21 Comparison of maximum cutting force between estimated and measured force for 
hemispherical surface workpiece (Cutting conditions: feed rate 0.1862 mm/tooth,  0.3 mm depth 
of cut, at workpiece inlination of 68.89o) 
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Figure 5.22 Comparison of maximum cutting force between estimated and measured force for 
hemispherical surface workpiece (Cutting conditions: feed rate 0.0507 mm/tooth,  0.3 mm depth 
of cut, at workpiece inlination of 26.65o) 
 
From the comparison result, it was observed that the model is able is estimate 
the cutting force for sculptured surface workpiece. The error between the estimated 
cutting force and the experimentally measured cutting force was found to be less then 
15% on average. This error could be due to the dynamic depth of which was caused 
by the cutting tool deflections. In the present cutting force model, dynamic dept of cut 
evaluations were not considered which needs information on mode shape of cutting 
tool, and dynamics cutting tool which was not primary focus in this thesis.     
5.6 Conclusion 
 
Results for the estimation of cutting force on the inclined plane with 30o, 45o, 
and 60o have shown an error less then 10% on average. It was also observed that the 
engagement and disengagement of the tool with workpiece was closely matched with 
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the experimental result. In this work, the traditional geometric model is modified with 
the consideration of helix angles and trochoid tool path, resulting in better evaluation 
of tool engagement and disengagement. This additional consideration improved the 
force estimation model.   
Results for estimation of cutting force in on hemispherical surface workpiece 
have shown error of less then 15%. However, in the present study, the effect of 
cutting speed on cutting coefficients and dynamic depth of cut were not taken into 
consideration.   
The model-estimated cutting force was used for extraction of residual force 
feature and used in tool wear estimation. Details will be discussed in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 6  
Model for Tool Wear Profile Estimation and Verification  
6.1 Background  
 
Most reported tool condition monitoring systems are concerned with the 
estimation of the average and maximum flank wear of the cutting edge. For ball nose 
milling, it is observed that researchers concentrated on tool chipping and wear state 
classifications. However, the proposed TCM systems in literature did not consider the 
change in tool-workpiece contact point when machining a sculptured surface. In the 
present work, an attempt is made to build a model to estimate the tool wear profile 
along the cutting edge. The proposed geometric model and cutting force model in 
earlier chapters are used to evaluate the features and the identified features are used in 
the tool wear estimation model. The details are discussed in this Chapter. 
6.2 Feature Extraction 
 
At any instant of machining, only a portion of the cutting edge is in contact 
with the workpiece and it changes frequently when machining sculpture surfaces. To 
account for the variable contact, the entire cutting edge is equally divided into a finite 
number of cutting edges elements. The cutting edge is represented in degrees due to 
its quarter circle arc shape as shown in Figure 6.1. Using the proposed geometric 
model and cutting force model, the features such as chip load along the cutting edge, 
friction length and residual force for each cutting edge element in contact with the 
workpiece are evaluated. The features are extracted for every rotation and values are 
accumulated for entire tool path of the experiment. The details of the experiments are 
discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 6.1 Cutting edge elements for ball nose milling cutter 
6.2.1 Experimental Setup 
 
Ball nose milling experiments are performed on the CNC milling machine. A 
10 mm diameter, coated carbide, single flute ball nose milling tool was used in the 
experiments. The workpiece material is stainless steel ASSAB 760 with 
hemispherical surface. Due to the limitation of the available machine tool in the 
laboratory, machining was only performed with HD and HU cutter path directions. 
The machining forces are measured using the 3-component force dynamometer, 
Kistler 9255B. The pitch feed was kept at 0.35 mm along the surface. Feed rate/tooth 
was varied for every pass and kept within the range of 0.05 mm/tooth to 0.2 
mm/tooth, depth of cut used were 0.3mm and 0.2mm. The sequence of cutter path 
directions was varied for different experiments. Six different experiments were 
conducted with different sequence of cutter path directions. The details of 
experiments are given in Table 6.1. When machining a hemispherical surface 
workpiece, machining from top to bottom refers to HD cutter path direction, while 
machining from bottom to top refers to HU cutter path direction as show in Figure 
6.2. The tool wear profile was measured by Keyence microscope at the end of 
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experiment. A fixture was designed to measure the tool wear profile along the cutting 
edge.   




Depth of Cut Cutting Path Directions 
1 0.3 Top to Bottom followed by Bottom to Top 
2 0.2 Top to Bottom followed by Bottom to Top 
3 0.3 Bottom to Top followed by Top to Bottom 
4 0.3 Bottom to Top 
5 0.3 Bottom to Top followed by Bottom to Top 




Figure 6.2 Cutter path direction for hemispherical surface workpiece machining 
6.2.2 Geometric Features 
 
Chip load and friction length features are extracted for each cutting edge 
element along the cutting edge. The chip load feature is defined as the average chip 
area covered by the cutting edge element about the cutter rotation. For every rotation 
in tool pass, the chip load is evaluated and its value is accumulated for the entire tool 
path. However, the entire cutting edge is not in contact with the workpiece at the same 
time, hence for those elements which are not in contact the chip load value assigned 
as zero. The accumulated chip load for entire cutting edge elements along the cutting 
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edge is stored in a vector. The chip load feature represents the total chip load covered 
by each cutting edge and stored in the vector. A normalized chip load feature values 
along the cutting edge length of experiment 1 is shown in Figure 6.3.  
 
Figure 6.3 Feature vector of chip load along the cutting edge for experiment 1 
 
 The other geometric feature is friction length. Friction length is the distance 
travelled by the cutting edge inside the workpiece. For every rotation in each tool 
pass, the friction length is evaluated and its value is accumulated for the entire tool 
path. The friction length feature represents the total distance covered by the cutting 
edge inside the workpiece. For the entire tool path with given cutting conditions and 
cutter path directions, the friction length feature is evaluated and stored in a vector. 
The friction length feature vector of experiment 1 is shown in Figure 6.4.  
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Figure 6.4 Feature vector of friction length along the cutting edge for experiment 1 
 
 
 In experiment 1, the cutting tool started from the top of the hemispherical 
surface workpiece and moved downward with fixed pitch feed as shown in Figure 
5.25. At the beginning, the lower portion of the cutting tool (near to 90o portion of 
tool as shown in Figure 6.1) was in contact with workpiece. As the tool moved 
downwards, the contact region of the tool with the workpiece shifted from the lower 
portion to the higher portion (towards 0o portion as shown in Figure 6.1) of the tool. 
In such process, the cutting edge element near the lower portion lost contact with the 
workpiece and new elements near the higher portion came into contact with it. 
However there were some elements in contact with the workpiece for relatively more 
passes. Specifically, the cutting edge elements near 0o and 90o portion of the cutting 
edge covered less cutting distance. At the same time, while the tool was moving 
upwards with fixed pitch feed, the contact point of the tool with the workpiece started 
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much nearer to the 0 o portion. In such case, cutting edge elements which were not in 
contact with the workpiece in earlier cutter path direction started to come into contact 
with it. While the tool moved further more upwards, there was a portion of the tool 
which was in contact with the workpiece for both cutter path directions. Therefore, 
the central portion of cutting tool covered more chip area and friction length. 
Similarly, the geometric features for the other experiments given in Table 6.1 are also 
evaluated.  
6.2.3 Residual Force Feature 
 
The maximum force feature is one of the most widely used features for TCM 
methodologies [8, 55]. Hence, in the present work, the maximum cutting force feature 
chosen. At first, maximum force feature is evaluated using the cutting force model for 
given cutting conditions and cutter path directions. A similar maximum force feature 
is extracted from the experimentally measured cutting force. A residual force feature 
is defined as the difference between the experimental and estimated cutting force 
features. The residual force feature value was evaluated and distributed equally 
among the cutting edge elements which are in contact with the workpiece. For the 
entire tool path the residual force feature value is accumulated and stored in vector. 
The residual force feature vector of experiment 1 is plotted against the cutting tool is 
shown Figure 6.5. As the cutting edge elements in middle portion of cutting edge 
covered more cutting distance compared to elements near the end portions (0o to 90o), 
the tool wear is most likely to be higher and hence deviate more from the simulated 
cutting model. Hence higher the residual force value for those elements which 
covered more distance.   
 The evaluated geometric and residual force features vectors will be used in 
tool wear estimation model and details will be discussed in the following section.  
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Figure 6.5 Feature vector of residual force along the cutting edge for experiment 1 
 
6.3 Model for Tool Wear Estimation  
 
The model for tool wear estimation along the cutting edge is proposed in this 
section. It involves the model formulation and model parameters identification. The 
models proposed are based on: (i) geometric feature (ii) geometric features and 
residual force feature and (iii) geometric features along with feed back of estimated 
tool wear. The details of the feature extractions have been discussed in earlier 
sections. Those features are used to estimate the tool wear profile along the cutting 
edge.  
There are two basic approaches for tool wear modeling in literature, analytical 
and empirical mode. Analytical models deals with the wear mechanisms such as 
abrasion, adhesion and diffusion. However, due to its complex nature, empirical 
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models of tool wear are widely studied in literature and it is focused in this thesis. It 
was observed from literature that tool wear depends on cutting velocity and amount of 
material removed. In the present work, the cutting velocity used is very low so that its 
effect on tool wear is not considered in the basic model. However, the effect of 
cutting velocity on tool wear is considered in an updated model by considering the 
residual force feature. At the same time, cutting temperature is an intrinsic property in 
machining, empirical models does not consider it directly because it is an effect of 
cutting velocity, feed rate, and depth of cut. In other words, the cutting temperature is 
indirectly considered in form of residual force feature. The details of the utilization of 
the features for proposed models are discussed in following section.  
6.3.1 Model based on the geometric features 
 
In general, the tool wear is proportional to the total amount of chip volume 
removed from the workpiece. The product of friction length and chip load represents 
the volume of the material removed by the cutting edge. However, the significance 
and impact of the chip load and friction length on tool wear could be different. 
Therefore, different weights are assigned for them in the proposed model. The 
extracted geometric features are used for the model development. The total cutting 
edge is partitioned to ‘n’ number of cutting edges elements. The wear of the ith cutting 
edge element, ‘twi’ can be expressed as 
 1i i itw k cl dt fl dt
α β⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= × ×⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∫ ∫  (6.1) 
where ‘k1’, ‘α’, ‘β’ are model parameters for a given tool and workpiece combination. 
‘cli’ and ‘fli’ are the chip load removed and friction length covered values for ‘ith’ 
cutting edge element. The integral sign represents the accumulated chip load and 
friction length for entire tool path of particular cutting edge element over time. Model 
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parameters were identified using the accumulated feature values and the measured 
tool wear values at three different cutting edge elements. The model with identified 
parameters is given in Eq.6.2 for a given tool and workpiece material combination. 
Identified parameters are used to estimate the tool wear for cutting edge element at 
different locations along the cutting edge using Eq.6.2.  
 
0.5 0.3
5i iitw cl dt fl dt
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= × × ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦∫ ∫  (6.2) 
For validating the tool wear estimation model, the estimated tool wear profile 
is plotted along with the measured tool wear profile. Tool wear profile is measured 
using the specially designed fixture. Due to the complexities, tool wear is measured 
only at few positions along the cutting edge. The estimated and measured tool wear 
results along the cutting edge for experiment 1 are shown in Figure 6.6.  
 
Figure 6.6 Comparison for simulated tool wear using geometric features with measured tool wear 
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The average error for tool wear estimation compared with the measured tool 
wear profile is 23.39μm. The tool wear estimation model proposed in this section 
depends only on pure geometric features. However, from the observation of tool wear 
profile for remaining experiments in Table 1, it was found that tool wear profile varies 
with the sequence of cutter path directions. In particular, experiments 1 and 3 have 
same cutting conditions other then the sequence of cutter path directions. Due to 
different sequence of cutter path directions, it results in variation of chip load values 
as shown in Figure 3.14. The varying chip load experienced by the cutting edge 
elements results in different tool wear progress. Hence, geometric features alone may 
not be sufficient to estimate the tool wear accurately due to lack of information related 
to tool wear stage. Therefore, a new model with additional feature related to tool wear 
stage is proposed and details are discussed in the following section.  
6.3.2 Model based on the geometric features and residual force 
feature  
 
In this section, an updated model with an additional feature to represent the 
current tool wear stage is presented. The residual force feature, which is the difference 
between the estimated and measured cutting force, is introduced into the model to 
represent the current tool wear stage. The higher the tool wear, the higher is the 
residual force feature. By including this feature as additional feature, the wear of the 
ith cutting edge element, ‘twi’ is expressed as 
 2i i i itw k cl dt fl dt rf dt
α β γ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= × × ×⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∫ ∫ ∫  (6.3) 
where ‘twi’ is tool wear for ‘ith’ number of cutting edge, ‘cli’ and ‘fli’ are the total chip 
load removed and friction length covered by ‘ith’ cutting edge. The integrated value 
represents the accumulated chip load and friction length for entire the tool path,  and 
‘k2’, ‘α’, ‘β’ and ‘γ’ are mode parameters for given tool and workpiece combination. 
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Using the experimental data the model parameters in the Eq. 6.3 are identified. The 
final form of the Eq.6.3 with updated model parameters is shown in Eq.6.4 for given 
tool and workpiece combination. Tool wear profile is estimated with Eq.4 and plotted 
along with the measured tool wear and shown in Figure 6.7.  From the result shown it 
was observed that the estimation of tool wear profile is near matching with the 
measured tool wear profile. 
 
0.7 0.27 0.3
5i i i itw cl dt fl dt rf dt⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= × × ×⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∫ ∫ ∫  (6.4) 
 
Figure 6.7 Comparison for simulated tool wear using geometric and residual force features with 
measured tool wear 
 
The average error for tool wear estimation compared with them measured tool 
wear profile for this model was 19.29μm which was lower compared to the model 
with pure geometric feature proposed in earlier section. Tool wear estimation using 
geometric features along with the residual force feature had shown a better 
performance compared with the model based on geometric features alone. However, 
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there is a need for conducting experiments to measure the cutting force in order to 
evaluate the residual force feature. In view of utilizing the tool wear profile estimation 
for prognostic application such as tool path planning, there is need to identify a 
feature to replace the residual force so that the tool wear profile can be estimated 
before machining initialization. Hence, a new feature to represent the tool wear state 
was proposed and details are discussed in the following section.  
6.3.3 Model based on the geometric features with estimated tool 
wear as feed back 
 
In this section, a new additional feature is proposed for replacing the residual 
force feature. A model with the estimated tool wear as feedback is proposed in this 
section. In the earlier model, the residual force feature is used to identify the current 
tool state, which updates the information of tool wear stage and progress. In this 
model, for first tool pass the wear for the cutting edge elements in contact with 
workpiece is estimated using geometric features alone. For subsequent passes, the 
estimated tool wear is taken as a feedback, and for newly engaged cutting edge 
elements, the feedback value of tool wear is assigned as zero. The general equation 
for the proposed model is given in Eq.6.5.  







⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟− ×⎝ ⎠
 
‘twi’ is tool wear for ‘ith’ number of cutting edge, ‘twi(t-1)’ is tool wear for ‘ith’ cutting 
edge estimated in earlier pass. ‘cli’ and ‘fli’ are the total chip load removed by ‘ith’ 
cutting edge. The integrated value represents the accumulated chip load and friction 
length for entire tool path, and ‘k3’, ‘α’, ‘β’ ‘γ’ and ‘k’ are model parameters. 
Experimentally measured tool wear is used to identify the model parameters.  
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For each tool pass around the hemispherical surface workpiece, the tool wear 
is evaluated using the accumulated geometric feature values and estimated tool wear 
in the earlier tool pass. The tool wear values of the cutting edge elements in contact 
with workpiece are updated for every tool pass and stored in vector. This estimated 
tool wear vector is used as a feature along with geometric features for the subsequent 
pass to update the tool wear profile. At the end, the tool wear profile along the cutting 
edge is obtained for the entire tool path. For model validation, estimated tool wear and 
experimentally measured tool wear for experiment 1 is shown in Figure 6.8. 
 
Figure 6.8 Comparison for estimated tool wear using geometric features along with estimated 
tool wear as feed back and measured tool wear 
 
The average error for tool wear estimation compared with them measured tool 
wear profile is 22.3μm. The results shown in Figure 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 shows that the 
models are able to simulate the tool wear profile along the cutting edge. However, the 
experiment used to validate the model is same as the one used in model parameter 
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identification. To validate the model, more number of experiments was conducted. 
The details of the experiments are given in Table 6.1. Various combinations of cutter 
path directions are chosen for experiments. Results for the tool wear profile 
estimations will be discussed in following section.   
6.4 Results for Tool Wear Profile Estimation 
 
To validate the proposed tool wear models, a root mean square (RMS) error is 
evaluated among the estimated and measured tool wear values along the cutting edge. 
The results of RMS error for tool wear are tabulated in Table 6.2. The estimated tool 
wear is plotted along with the measured tool wear profile are shown in Figures 6.9, 
6.11, 6.13, 6.15, 6.17 for different experiments. Figures 6.10, 6.12, 6.14, 6.16, 6.18 
illustrate the tool wear photo captured by Keyence microscope.  
Table 6.2 RMS errors for proposed tool wear model in estimating tool wear profile 
 
Experiment Number RMS Error for model 
with geometric features 
(μm) 
RMS Error for model 
with geometric features 
and residual force 
feature (μm) 
RMS Error for model 
with geometric features 
and estimated as tool 
wear (μm) 
Experiment 2 23.8 19.56 21.2 
Experiment 3 23.24 17.71 18.6 
Experiment 4 14.5 13.96 13.64 
Experiment 5 42.5 29.83 30.50 
Experiment 6 33.30 24.27 24.7 
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Figure 6.9 Estimated tool wear profile for Experiment 2 (0.2 Depth of Cut, machining from top to 





Figure 6.10 Worn tool picture of Experiment 2 
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Figure 6.11Estimated tool wear profile for Experiment 3 (0.3 Depth of Cut, machining from 
bottom to top followed by top to bottom) 
 
 
Figure 6.12 Worn tool picture of Experiment 3 
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Figure 6.14 Worn tool picture of Experiment 4 
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Figure 6.15 Estimated tool wear profile for Experiment 5 (0.3mm Depth of cut, machining from  
top to bottom followed by top to bottom) 
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Figure 6.17 Estimated tool wear profile for Experiment 6 (0.3mm Depth of cut, machinig from 
Bottom to top followed by bottom to top) 
 
 
Figure 6.18 Worn tool picture of Experiment 6 
6.5 Discussions 
 
Results for the estimation of the tool wear profile are quite promising as 
shown in earlier sections. The model using the geometric features alone has shown the 
least performance. The other two models used in the estimation of the tool wear 
profile are very near to the experimentally measured tool wear profile. It has been 
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observed from the model parameters that the significance of the chip load and the 
friction length are not equivalent to the tool wear. It may due to the temperature at the 
cutting zone being dependent more on the amount of chip load rather than the friction 
length, and the cutting tool temperature’s impact on the tool wear. Hence, different 
weights are assigned for the chip load and friction length features in the tool wear 
estimation model. The model using the geometric features is able to predict the tool 
wear profile. However, because of variation of chip load for different tool path 
directions, the progress of tool wear is different. The model does not adequately trace 
the progress of the tool wear because of the tool wear progress depends on the current 
tool wear stage. Hence, for different sequence of cutter path directions this model is 
not feasible.  
To address the aforementioned drawback of the geometric feature based 
model, the model is updated by including an additional feature i.e. the residual force 
feature.  The residual force feature is introduced into the model to include the tool 
wear progress. In general, although the machining conditions are the same, the 
progress of tool wear depends on the cutter tool state. Hence, the residual force 
feature is more suitable to identify the tool wear progress. It was identified from the 
results that the estimation of the tool wear profile along the cutting is more accurate 
comparing with the model based on geometric features alone. For such tool wear 
profile estimation model, preliminary experimental data is needed.  
The model using the residual force can be used to estimate tool wear while 
machining is carried out, which is limited for diagnostics. But, in view of prognostics, 
the tool wear estimation model is updated by replacing residual force feature with 
feed back of the predicted tool wear. In this updated model, the estimated tool wear 
for earlier pass is taken as one of the feature along with geometric features to estimate 
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the current tool pass. Although model is purely geometry based, the model could 
estimate the tool wear profile closely compared with model based on geometric 
features alone. Hence, this model can be applied in prognostics application.      
The results are quite promising to apply in real industrial application. The 
advantages of such estimation would be for tool path planning. In particular while 
machining of expensive workpiece materials, scratch free surface, good surface 
quality, consideration of tool wear and minimization of tool change frequency are 
important. Tool wear profile estimation is helpful to minimize the tool change time by 
deciding the proper tilt angles, tool path and to utilize the complete tool life. In such 
case machining can be done with good stage of cutting edge, complete utilization of 
tool life and reduce tool change frequency.  In contrast, there are limitations in the 
model which can be upgraded, such as generalization of model parameters for 
different tool and workpiece combinations.  
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Chapter 7  
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
 
Tool condition monitoring for ball nose milling poses new challenges 
compared to conventional machining processes, due to the complexity of the tool 
shape, variation of tool- workpiece contact point and cutting conditions. In this thesis, 
model based tool wear profile estimation for ball nose milling is proposed. A 
geometric model and estimated cutting force for fresh cutting tool are used in tool 
wear profile estimation. For TCM, the geometric model is first developed and 
pertinent features are extracted, such as chip load distribution about the rotation axis, 
chip load along the cutting edge, and frictions length. Such geometric features are 
related to the performance of the cutter in relation to the cutter path directions and 
workpiece inclination on tool life. Using the geometric feature of the chip load about 
the rotation axis, the cutting force is estimated. For cutting force estimation, a 
mechanistic model is used and a method for the identification of appropriate cutting 
coefficients is proposed. With the identified cutting coefficients, the cutting force is 
estimated for inclined plane with different cutter path directions on inclined plane, 
various workpiece inclinations, and hemispherical surface workpiece. From the 
estimated cutting force, the residual force feature is extracted. Finally, the geometric 
features and residual force feature are used for establishing the model to estimate tool 
wear profile. Different models for tool wear estimation for diagnostics and 
prognostics are proposed and results are verified. The estimation of tool wear profiles 
is found to correlate well with the measured tool wear profiles. 
The research reported in this thesis has made the following contributions: 
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1. A geometric model for ball nose milling process with consideration of 
different cutter path directions, the cutter helix angle and the true tool 
path.  
The geometric model for ball nose milling on inclined plane machining has 
been proposed and developed with consideration of different tool path directions. The 
helix angle for ball nose cutter and the true tool path are also considered.  It provides 
the tool entry and exit angles more accurately. The cutting edge is divided into a 
number of oblique cutting edges with thickness of ‘dz’ in x-y plane whereby the 
velocity at the cutting edge is constant. For each cutting edge element, the chip 
thickness is obtained by evaluating the depth of cut, the radius of the ball nose mill, 
and the angle of engagement and disengagement with workpiece considering the lag 
angle. To make the model more robust, the true path based on trochoid motion is 
considered so that the evaluation of the angle of engagement and disengagement is 
more accurate. 
Using the detailed geometric model, geometric features such as chip load 
distribution about the cutter rotation axis, chip load distribution along the cutting edge 
and friction length are extracted. These features are used to study the influence of 
cutter path direction and workpiece inclination on the cutting tool performance. The 
suggestions for cutter path directions are proposed and validated from the 
experimental work in literature. The geometric feature like chip load distribution 
about the cutter rotation axis is used for cutting force simulation.  
 
2. Mechanistic cutting force model 
The geometric feature of chip load distribution about the cutter rotation axis 
and cutting coefficients are used in the estimation of the cutting force. This involves 
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the identification of appropriate cutting coefficients and evaluation of accurate chip 
load. In literature, the coefficients are obtained using the slot milling data. For ball 
nose milling the velocity is zero at the tool tip portion, and the variation of cutting 
speed along the cutting edge is too high near the tip. Therefore, data from slot milling 
for identification of coefficients could lead to deviation from the actual value. Hence 
in the present work, the cutting coefficients are obtained from inclined plane 
machining data. The maximum chip load and maximum measured cutting force from 
experiments are used to indentify the cutting coefficients. With consideration of the 
helix angle and the true tool path, the accuracy for evaluating the maximum chip load 
is improved, and hence the identification of coefficients is more accurate. The cutting 
force is simulated using the identified cutting coefficients and chip load. The results 
for cutting force using the proposed model is proven to offer an accurate cutting force 
estimation. Experiments for various workpiece inclination and hemispherical surface  
workpiece were conducted to validate the proposed cutting force model. Using the 
simulated cutting force a residual force feature, which is the difference between the 
measured and simulated force, is extracted.  
3. Model for tool wear profile estimation 
A model for tool wear estimation along the cutting edge has been developed. 
In this model, the cutting edge is divided into a finite number of cutting edge 
elements. Features such as chip load, friction length and residual force are extracted 
for each cutting edge element. For subsequent passes the features are integrated for 
the entire tool path. The relation between the tool wear and features is proposed. 
Different models to estimate tool wear profile for diagnostics and prognostics are 
established. Firstly, the model with geometric features is developed and has been 
verified with experiments. This geometric based model is found to be not robust for 
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different sequence of cutter path directions. The reason is that the tool wear rate is 
different for different cutter path directions due to the variation of chip loads. 
Although the total amount of material removed by the cutter is same, the rate of 
removal experienced by the cutting edge is different. As the tool wear is a non-linear 
progress, the wear rate varies for different cuter path directions. As a result, another 
feature, the residual force feature, which represents the tool wear stage, is added along 
with the geometric features. A model is developed using these features and verified 
with experiments. This model is found to be more accurate and precise because the 
residual force feature represents the stage of tool wear. However, this model needs the 
experimentally obtained force data and hence is not suitable for prognostics. 
Therefore, a new feature, the estimated tool wear in earlier pass, representing the 
current tool wear stage is chosen to replace the residual force feature in prognostic 
applications. The new feature is stored in a vector and used for tool wear estimation. 
The estimation results for models are experimentally verified. The results are quite 
promising and well correlated with experimentally measured tool wear profiles. 
In summary, the model-based tool condition monitoring system proposed in this 
thesis work has potential to estimate the tool wear profile along the cutting edge.  
 
7.2 Recommendations for future work 
 
The following recommendations for future work are proposed: 
1. The cutting speed effect on the cutting coefficients is not included in the 
present work. Although the cutting coefficients vary with speed, the change in 
the cutting speed is kept in minimal level in the present work and hence 
neglected. To make the cutting force model more robust, identification of 
cutting coefficients considering the speed will be needed.  
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2. The dynamic modeling of cutting tool has to be considered to compensate for 
variation of depth of cut due to cutting tool deflections. A detailed study on 
the cutting tool dynamic is needed to make the cutting force model more 
robust.   
3. To utilize the proposed tool wear profile estimation method in manufacturing 
industries efficiently, there are additional works to be done. The basic purpose 
of TCM in industries is to identify the tool wear stage and replace the cutting 
tool in appropriate time. However for sculptured surface machining, the tool 
wear is not uniformly distributed along the cutting edge. In such case, even a 
small portion of the cutting is worn, the tool has to be replaced. Using the 
proposed model, the tool path can be planned in such a way as to utilize the 
complete cutting edge. There is work to be done towards the tool path 
planning.  
4. The TCM methodology proposed is verified on hemispherical surface 
workpiece with two cutter path directions. For complex sculptured surface the 
TCM methodology has to be verified.  
5. In the present model the estimation of the model parameters is based on 
random selection of few points along the cutting edge. Although the results are 
satisfactory, there is need to do work on identifying the optimal parameters.     
6. The proposed tool wear profile estimation method and its model parameters 
are valid for particular combination of tool and workpiece. A detail study is 
needed on updating the tool wear model by adding material characterization 
properties in the model. 
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7. Measuring tool wear using the normal microscope is observed to be difficult in 
ball nose milling. An innovative method can be indentified to measure the tool 
wear profile along the cutting edge. 
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